
Autonomous system
Biological Autonomy
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Social and Cultural Domain
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Digital surveillance and 
sourveillance

algo-ritmo has the capacity to 
reconfigure the boundaries of 
“difference” as well as further 
magnify the sedimentation of 
“difference.” Even if humans 
socially got their acts together, 
the more-than-human 
performative acts of algo-ritmo 
would also need algorithmic 
intervention.

Data

watching from below can 
reinforce dominant hierarchies 
as much as watching from above

4

. If consumers can use 
surveillance in support of racial 
hierarchies, they can do so 
against them as well.

32

Like the ontologies of the 
human anatomy, the algorithm 
is not inherently racialized but 
becomes racialized through 
the analysis of data 
assemblages. Data 
assemblages are materially and 
discursively produced within 
space and time. The lively 
intraacting ontologies of data 
assemblages are always-
already imbued with 
sociopolitical relations of 
“difference.” Thus, perhaps the 
algorithmic acts of prediction 
are doing more than 
recommending and 
suggesting but also telling us 
something about ourselves by 
hierarchizing and 
differentiating humanity and 
society.
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second-order cybernetics
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New border

Global logistics supply 
chain as architecture
Matter

geopolitics

The more efficient, 
the more vulnerable

the dominant structures are most 
vulnerable today: “If we’re going 
to look at the equivalent of 
something that was like strike 
power, we need to look to 
hacking, we need to look at the 
new vulnerabilities of capital that 
lie in its transportation and 
logistics networks, we need to 
look at the possibilities of the 
interruption of its various types 
of energy flows: both electrical 
and otherwise.”24 But who 
would be the agent of this strike 
power?

11

increasingly challenging 
geopolitical forms organized by 
nation- state territoriality

1

New border is formed by 
supply chain

Logistics as the system 
ontology, institutions, 
facilities and goods as its 
physical extension

network geography
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国家的视⻆：那些试
图改善⼈类状况的项
⽬是如何失败的 by 
[美]詹姆斯·C.斯科特 
(z-lib.org)
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New materialism
Matter
Algorithm

Mediums is the message

dixon roman algo 
ritmor

Algorithm

Information

New materialism

Organic existence beyond 
human?

Algorithms as architecture 
algoritmo

Cybernetic

more-than-human ontologies of 
algorithmic architectures

1

not anthropocentric 
performative acts

2

5

soft thought

more-than-human cognitions 
and agencies that are immanent 
within digital architectures.

algo-ritmo has the capacity to 
reconfigure the boundaries of 
“difference” as well as further 
magnify the sedimentation of 
“difference.” Even if humans 
socially got their acts together, 
the more-than-human 
performative acts of algo-ritmo 
would also need algorithmic 
intervention.

8

Digital surveillance and 
sourveillance

Like the ontologies of the human 
anatomy, the algorithm is not 
inherently racialized but 
becomes racialized through the 
analysis of data assemblages. 
Data assemblages are materially 
and discursively produced within 
space and time. The lively 
intraacting ontologies of data 
assemblages are always-already 
imbued with sociopolitical 
relations of “difference.” Thus, 
perhaps the algorithmic acts of 
prediction are doing more than 
recommending and suggesting 
but also telling us something 
about ourselves by hierarchizing 
and differentiating humanity and 
society.

8

. If consumers can use 
surveillance in support of racial 
hierarchies, they can do so 
against them as well.

colonialism
6
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new realism
46

Cybernetic

exploring the genres of real ity 
holds on to the personality of the 
artist or thinker. A  little 
personality, a  little lingering self, 
may be sufficient to the task of 
dilating the modes of 
perception. Cultivating this tactic 
we can let in a  little of the real 
rather than being torn asunder

47
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Data

Information

Digital surveillance and 
sourveillance

Data input personal information 
picture accent

Data output feedback from other 
users and platform

Designs for the 
Pluriverse by Arturo 
Escobar (z-lib.org)(1) 
chapter 6

geopolitics
Society
Global logistics 
supply chain as 
architecture

Borders are rebuilt

The geopo liti cal proj ect of 
planet Earth is a violent pursuit 
of a form of life at the cost of  
others— full stop

20

War

global war to be less a direct 
material force and more an orga 
nizational princi ple of coercive 
steering and depriving: “Vio 
lence does not consist so much 
in injuring and annihilating 
persons as in interrupting their 
continuity, making them play 
roles in which they no longer 
recognize themselves, making 
them betray not only 
commitments but their own 
substance, making them carry 
out action that  will destroy  
every possibility for action. ”7

21

Ecology
27

a form of analy sis characterized 
by inhuman encounters and 
deep relational pro cesses across 
geo graph i cal scales rather than 
a form of po liti cal thinking that 
relies on discreteness, causality, 
and an exceptional notion of  
human agency.

27

The Question 
Concerning 
Technology

katherine-mckittrick-
sylvia-wynter-on-
being-human-as-
praxis-1 (dragged)

Technoethic

Technology

studying and 
knowing the world

Think outside the 
category

essence of 
technology

The relationship between 
tech and art

1. essence2. techne3. 
poiesis4. standing-
reserve5. 
alatheaalethea6. Ge-
stellen (framing)

The first crisis brought by 
science and technology is 
that human beings 
themselves become a kind 
of resource reserve The 
second crisis of science and 
technology is that the way of 
science and technology 
viewing things in a relaxed 
way obscures other 

According to Heidegger, the first 
crisis brought by science and 
technology is that human beings 
themselves become a kind of 
resource reserve -- the word human 
resources is a good example of 
human resources. At the same time, 
man feels that he is the leader of all 
things, the builder of all structures. 
This creates the illusion that 
everything one encounters is human 
or human-made. The second crisis 
of science and technology is that the 
way of science and technology 
viewing things in a relaxed way 
obscures other possibilities of 
understanding things. Like art "is one 
such possibility. He believes that art 
is completely different from 
technology. Art does not seek, but 
makes the essence of things appear 
in it. Such revelation through art 
bringing into presence is a solution 
to the disadvantages(revealing). 
Note that enframing of technology is 
itself a revelation
Revealing is just that once 
technology becomes the dominant 
mode of disclosure, humans will not 
be able to see the world in other 
ways.

Technology is enframing 
our thinking which would 
limit human possibilities

The logic of machine & algorithm We need jay-walk

5

Information
Data
Algorithm

Matter
New materialism

Macrosope and microscope

Global logistics supply chain 
as architecture

Ethics

Human

Rights Freedom of thought and 
discussion

1

“form of life
19

ways of being in the world— 
always lived collectively— without 
which one would no longer be 
who or what one is

19

Truth and essence

: to make man admit that he is 
nothing, absolutely nothing—and 
that he must put an end to the 
narcissism on which he relies in 
order to imagine that he is 
different from the other 
“animals.” . . . This amounts to 
nothing more nor less than 
man’s surrender. . . . Having 
reflected on that, I grasp my 
narcissism with both hands and I 
turn my back on the degradation 
of those who would make man a 
mere [biological] mechanism. . . . 
And truly what is to be done is to 
set man free.

5

unless we move out of the liberal 
monohumanist mindset, it’s very 
difficult to see where we’ve 
been, where we’re going.

6

Future

Society
geopolitics

The basic feature of the 
modern state machine is 
simplification. The 
simplification of the state 
is like a simple map. They 
have not succeeded in 
expressing the real social 
activities they want to 
describe, and their 
purpose is not here; They 
only ex

Justice In a liberal society, every 
performance of justice requires a 
performance of suffering

1
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